
Curriculum and Communications Committee
April 14, 2022
4:32-5:36 PM

South Conference Room, Administration Building

Minutes

Call to Order
Mr. Kennedy called the meeting to order at 4:32 PM.

Attendance:
C&C Members present- Staci Carpenter, Terry McCreight, Sarah Jones, Eric

Kennedy, Lisa Kudwa, Dan Schwegler, Mary Smothers, Brian
Toth, Jennifer Urtel, Monica Zuzow

Other staff present- Kelly Gallagher

C&C Members absent- Katherine Barnes, Karen Fisher, Ray Metcalf, Lisa Welch

Approval of Minutes
Mr. Kennedy requested to adjust the order of the agenda and begin with approving the February
meeting minutes.  Mrs. McCreight moved to approve the minutes from the February 10, 2022
Curriculum and Communications meeting.  Mrs. Jones seconded the motion.  The minutes were
then unanimously approved by those present in February.

Public Comments
● Mr. David Testa introduced himself as a parent of a fifth grade Magnet student who will

be in the Plus program next year.  He likes the expansion of the ELA Plus courses to
ELA Honors courses and is happy more students will be included in the ELA Honors
course.  He shared concerns that 6th grade Math Plus students would be in 7th grade
Math sections.  Mrs. Kudwa did clarify that the proposal has been revised and that
information is no longer accurate.

● Ms. Lori Black is the parent of twin students in Magnet.  She was part of the parent
feedback panel.  She expressed concerns splitting the program across two schools.  She
questioned whether the numbers support this decision.  She shared that she felt the
focus should be on growing the Magnet program.

● Ms. Terra Spencer is the parent of a student in 6th grade in the Plus program.  She
expressed concerns about 7th grade Math Plus being with Algebra I students from the
8th grade.  She also expressed concerns about the communication process regarding
the proposed changes.  Ms. Spencer shared that students from the Magnet program
have been together for three years before middle school and putting them with students
who were not in their program pulls attention away from high achieving students.

● Mr. Shahnawaz is the parent of a 6th grade Plus student.  He feels the proposed
changes disrupt the vision of the Magnet and Plus programs.  He understands the Plus
Math curriculum is the same as the next grade level but feels that putting Plus students
with students who do not share their drive or passion is unfair.  He expressed a desire to



limit the number of students who are able to join the ELA Honors courses through the
opt in model.

● Ms. Chandana Tallury is the parent of a Magnet student.  She thanked the
administration, as well as Mr. Schwegler, for listening to parent feedback.  She reiterated
that she is concerned about maintaining rigor and that she wants the students to stay
together for math.

● Mr. Brian Ehresman declined to add to the public comments and indicated Mr. Kennedy
could skip over him for now.

New Business
● Mrs. Kudwa and Mrs. Gallagher spoke about several proposed changes to the Plus

program.  Mrs. Kudwa reviewed the current model for the program.  Mr. Archibald asked
a team of administrators at Central Office and the middle schools to consider two
revisions- whether the program could be offered at both middle schools and whether it
was possible to adjust the ELA Plus qualification criteria to allow additional students to
participate in the courses.  Mrs. Gallagher shared that we were confident our criteria had
successfully identified students who were successful in the ELA Plus courses but the
team was wondering if there were additional students who were not traditionally admitted
who would also succeed.

An initial proposal idea was shared with Magnet and Plus staff, staff from the ELA, Math
and counseling departments at both middle schools, all district administrators, and a
panel of parents.  Based on those sessions, changes were made to the draft proposal.
The main concerns at that time were adjusting the roll out to allow this year’s 5th grade
Magnet students the opportunity to select MMS if they lived in the CMS boundary and
keeping the 6th grade Math Plus class separate from 7th grade sections.

As an administrative team, we have considered that feedback, along with numbers and
staff availability, and are offering the following proposal, which allows for the above
grade level math and more rigorous ELA courses to be offered in both locations and be
more accessible to additional students.

ELA Plus classes would shift to ELA Honors courses which would broaden the number
of students who are eligible for the courses and be offered at both middle schools.   This
better aligns with the model currently in place at the high schools where students opt into
Honors English courses.  Mrs. Gallagher reviewed how the testing process would work
and the benefits of providing families with this information before working with them on
student placement.

There would be no change to the 6th grade Math Plus course.

Math Plus classes for 7th grade would shift from classes in which Plus students are only
placed with other Plus students to a model in which students are placed into Algebra I
courses, with a mix of 7th and 8th grade students.  8th graders in Algebra are learning at
an accelerated pace that aligns to the pacing Math PLUS students are accustomed to.



Math Plus students in 8th grade would continue to take Geometry.  There is not a need
to run a section of Geometry at CMS next year.  Numbers do not necessitate a section of
Geometry at CMS next year.

There is no change to the testing process for Mathematics.

Additional rounds of testing were provided to families this spring in case the proposal
moved forward and the programs were offered at both schools. Some families decline
testing their children because the family resides within the CMS boundary and the family
does not wish to switch middle schools.

Based on feedback from the groups who heard the initial draft of the proposal, it was
decided that this year’s 5th grade Magnet students who live in the CMS boundary would
not be required to attend their boundary middle school but would instead be given the
option to attend MMS.  Current Plus students in 6th grade were also given an option to
do the same.

Mrs. Kudwa and Mrs. Gallagher shared that because families were being given some
choice as the program changes would phase in, it will take a few years for enrollment
numbers between the middle schools to balance out.

Mrs Zuzow asked a clarifying question about ELA Plus testing.  The committee further
discussed the enrollment numbers.  Mrs. Gallagher had some rough estimates but
cautioned that the April round of testing wasn’t complete and numbers were not added
in.  Additionally, there is still a May round of testing.  She will provide Mrs. Kudwa with
those rough numbers and Mrs. Kudwa will share them with committee members.  The
committee went on to discuss that some CMS families currently turn down the Plus
program because they wish to keep siblings together, or to keep students with their
friends from elementary school, or over concerns about missed instructional time while
the student is on the transfer bus.

Mrs. Kudwa shared the timelines for the proposal going to the Board of Education.

Old Business
● None.

Other
Mrs. Jones asked a question about parent and staff nominations for Teacher of the Year
recognition.  Mr. Toth clarified that the nomination process is different in each school.  The
district does not mandate that schools follow the same procedure for soliciting nominations-
some ask staff to nominate colleagues then gather parent and student letters of support for the
nominated candidates while other schools ask for students and families to submit nominations
instead.

Mrs. Jones also asked again about the Skylert and text communications related to emergency
situations such as when East High School was dismissed early.  She said the situation had
improved from the last emergency situation but there were still some inconsistencies with when



families were getting the text messages.  Mr. Toth asked some clarifying questions and will
follow up regarding the Skylert process.

Public Comments
● Ms. Spencer asked about parent feedback regarding the group of students in 6th and

7th grade Plus classes who joined students in general courses one year ahead of them.
She shared that she felt students were not given enough time to provide thoughtful
feedback.  She reiterated that she felt Magnet and Plus students had special needs and
worried they would get “lost” when joining general sections.

● Mr. Ali suggested middle school staff being assigned the Plus sections spend time with
the Magnet staff to learn about how they approach instruction.

● Mr. Schwegler stated that special consideration would need to be given to who at CMS
would be assigned Plus courses.

● Mrs. McCreight stated that she is confident staff who are interested in working with this
population of students will communicate their interest to their principals.

● Ms. Black shared that she wanted to be sure the District considered the numbers of
students as the program is considered for placement at both locations.  She expressed
concern that there is not enough demand to warrant two sites.

Motion to Adjourn
Mr. Kennedy adjourned the meeting at 5:36 PM.

Future Meeting Dates-
4:30 p.m. at the Administration Building- South Conference room

● April 28
● May 12
● May 26


